
 

H HARVEY PRESTIGE 
DESTROYS POWER BILL 
Project Requirements 

H Harvey’s Prestige, the only Lexus & Mercedes-Benz Authorised 

Autobody Repairer on the Gold and Tweed Coasts, state of the art 

facility in Upper Coomera, decided to eliminate as much as 

possible of their power bill, and protect against power outages. 

This is how they did it 

H Harvey’s Prestige installed a 100kW state of the art “Grid Tie 

Solar System” with battery backup, which will reduce Harvey’s 

power bill by up to 95% and allow the business to continue to 

operate during times of power outages / blackouts. 

Product Quality 

Using only “Tier One” high performance products produces the 

optimal results required for projects like this. All products used 

come with comprehensive product guarantees and the panels with 

an additional 25 year performance warranty. 

The Battery Backup System, cuts in during power outages allowing 

H Harvey Prestige to operate their lighting, office, computers, and 

communications whilst other business’s grind to a halt. 
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Zero Cash Outlay  

\ 

SmartCom Turnkey 

Solar Solutions 

create Savings from 

the day a system is 

installed 

 

Innovative Finance 

Packages Paid For 

From Power Savings  

 

Immediate Cash 

Savings Go Straight 
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7 Years Tailored To 

Individual Projects 

 

 
 

 

 

 

HOW CAN I DO THIS? 
SMARTCOM CONSULTING  
WILL ASSIST YOU TO…..: 
1. Evaluate your Requirements 

We will analyse your current and future energy usage and what can 

be replaced by Solar Power and or other Renewable Power options 

& solutions and the savings available to your business. 

2. Providing a Quote or Going to Tender 

Our team will provide a custom quotation or create and manage a 

tender for a renewable energy system. Once selected we will, 

create & manage the installation plan and permissions required. 

3. Build and Manage the Project 

Smartcom will manage the project from start to finish using the 

selected specialist commercial solar installation company.  

“Slashing our Power Bills was a Must for our Business.” 

Glenn Harvey —  SmartCom Provided the Solution! 
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